FLOYD MCKISSICK

"Watch out for my two-by-four!"... "I'll pick up a two-by-four and want you to come and help us in..."

By DENNIS WILEN

"The black man wants everything the white man wants," Floyd McKissick told a full house at Irvine Auditorium last night. McKissick, national director of the Militant Congress on Racial Equality (CORE), said Negroes don't want integration, their real desire is the development of a "parallel society."

"Let the whites move into suburbia," he declared, "In the inner-city, we're going to control it politically, economically, We'll control the police station, the fire stations, the post office, every utility."

White anxiety over "shock treatment" is to get moving, he stated, and the current "black revolution" is similar to America's Revolutionary War. "Don't talk 'law and order' to me," he warned. "We didn't make that constitution."

"Don't talk 'non-violence' to me," he continued. "I know the Good Book. I turn the left cheek, and then I'll pick up a two-by-four and beat the hell out of whoever is it that's starting up."

McKissick outlined CORE's six-point program for what he called "black self-determination."

He listed political, economic, social, development of militi- tant leadership, equal enforcement of the law, and the use of "consumer power" as goals Negroes must attain.

The 45-year-old lawyer urged white students to "educate the white community" to the need for black power, "If you want to come and help us in Harlem, we'll call you," he said.

He challenged black students at the University to "stop talking and move, because if you keep on talking, the brothers and sisters out in the streets will move with- out you."

Talking with reporters, McKissick said the recent election of Carl Stokes as the first Negro mayor of Cleveland was due to a CORE voter registration drive in Negro areas there. "In four precincts," he said, "we got out 90 percent of the Negro vote."

Negro Americans are now in a battle for "black survival," he told the conference. "From the exploitation imposed by cap- italism, we need systems to..."

(Continued on page 9)

Superblock architects 2 named advisors

By SANDEI WHEEGER

G. Holmes Perkins, dean of the Graduate School of Fine Arts, and Mario Romanaich, professor of architecture, have been named design consultants in the development of housing for the 'Superblock.'

They will be consultants to the architectural design firm of Eshb- lach, Pullinger, Stevens and Bruder.

Perkins, Romanach and Eshbach will jointly be responsible for the design of the housing, which will accommodate approximately 500 undergraduate and graduate students.

Perkins has been dean of the Graduate School of Fine Arts since 1950, and is also chairman of Philadelphia's City Planning Commission. He has served as consultant to various international agencies, and was twice elect- ed Chancellor of the Fellows of the American Institute of Archi- tects.

Romanaich served as design consultant for campus development at the University of Rochester and at Cornell. He also was architect-in-charge for two housing developments in New York City.

Both Perkins and Romanach are members of the American Institute of Architects.

Eshbach, also an AIA mem- ber, is senior partner of his firm, which has designed de- signs for campus structures at Knox College, Rutgers, Temple, and Washington College. His design for the extension of Glassboro State College (N.J.), received an award for outstanding excellence in architectural design. The dormitory construction at Jefferson Medical College, also designed by Eshbach's firm.

(Continued on page 11)

High level conference set on Maddin issue

By BIERL SCHWARTZ

The steering committee of the University council met in special session today to map out the future of the controver- sal Maddin Free Press Committee. The steering committee, which met at 11 A.M. in President Harnwell's office, is expected to discuss the UPSR's Cohen Resolution passed Monday night. The bill was highly criti- cal of the Maddin Committee, steering committee Chairman Dr. Ned Williams said yesterday "the students have been reason- able, and we hope to give them a resolution by Tuesday night."

The resolution calls for the Maddin Committee to be sus- pended until the special student- faculty commission of free speech policy can issue its report. It also states students should be tried by the disciplina- ry bodies that existed at the time of the two recent Logan Hall sit-ins in which protesters al- legedly violated University pol- icy.

UPSR Assembly Speaker James Rosenbach, sponsor of the resolution's sponsors, said yester- day that he would continue discussions about the bill with Williams. Rosenberg said they discussed the "impact of the Maddin Committee being altered to for- munize a new committee against the stu- dent protesters instead of being a judicial body."

The charges would then be turned over to already existing disciplinary commissions which encom- pass the students. Rosenberg ex- plained.

He also said the possibility of allowing the students the right to choose the Maddin Committee and the present dis- ciplinary channels for trial was discussed.

A representative of student government, President Alexius Conroy, will attend today's meet- ing, along with Vice Provost for Student Affairs A. Lee Levin, Maddin, and John Doelen. Doelen is president of the Graduate Stu- dent Association Council which this week also passed a resolu- tion critical of the committee.

Levin said today he is going as a guest to the steering commit- tee meeting and would not dis- cuss if he intended to present any proposals for the adminis- tration.

Today's steering committee meeting follows by 15 days their last special session, on Nov. 2, when their organization set the Maddin committee.

Meanwhile, the Maddin com- mittee has suspiciously suspended proceedings while it awaits a brief from defendants on the leg- itimate jurisdiction of the com- mittee to try them. At Tuesday's opening session yesterday, the committee gave them a two-week extension to prepare their case.

NED WILLIAMS
Considers Maddin Committee fait accompli

The question of the two res-olutions from the committee has not been settled, said Maddin, Wednesday. He said the committee discussed it at a meeting Tuesday evening, and it is scheduled to meet next Tuesday at 5 P.M. at Maddin's office in the Labora- tory for the Research on the Structure of Matter building.

Maddin, Thursday, November 17, 1967

"They are discussing the possibility of the Maddin commit- tee and will discuss it again when they adjourn," he said.

He also said the possibility of the Maddin committee being suspended turned over to already existing disciplinary commissions which the students are allowed to choose instead of being a judicial body."

The show will star comedy team Patchett and Tarzus, who appeared at Houston Hall "nightside," the Committee, last year.

Acting Dean of Men Gerald Robinson said yesterday that Boog was unable to give the University any official notice of his resignation before leaving.

Boog had informed Robinson privately about his plans two weeks before his resignation, the dean said.

"Plans for the comedy were temenos, and didn't develop until the last minute," Robinson said.

"Bill didn't have much chance to warn us about his leaving."

Boog had been business agent and manager for Patchett and Tarzus since that team appeared on the Playboy Club night-club circuit, according to Robinson.

"They are discussing the possibility of the Maddin committee being suspended turned over to already existing disciplinary commissions which the students are allowed to choose instead of being a judicial body."

"Bill has not taken a leave of en- trance," Robinson said when they adjourned.

"They do a really good job. I confide in them. They're very amiable and trustworthy," they said.

The show has been a success to date, according to Robinson.

"The ladies work hard," said Joe Reagan, inspector of the ladies' dormitories.

"We don't eat it, we gobble it."

"How do you eat your lunch in 15 minutes?"

"We don't get enough trash bags. They expect us to goddam eat our lunch."

"The ladies requested that their names be withheld. "We'd get fired if you mentioned our names," they said."
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Boog had been business agent and manager for Patchett and Tarzus since that team appeared on the Playboy Club night-club circuit, according to Robinson.
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"They do a really good job. I confide in them. They're very amiable and trustworthy," they said.

The show has been a success to date, according to Robinson. The show will star comedy team Patchett and Tarzus, who appeared at Houston Hall "nightside," the Committee, last year.

Acting Dean of Men Gerald Robinson said yesterday that Boog was unable to give the University any official notice of his resignation before leaving.

Boog had informed Robinson privately about his plans two weeks before his resignation, the dean said.

"Plans for the comedy were temenos, and didn't develop until the last minute," Robinson said.

"Bill didn't have much chance to warn us about his leaving."

Boog had been business agent and manager for Patchett and Tarzus since that team appeared on the Playboy Club night-club circuit, according to Robinson.

"They are discussing the possibility of the Maddin committee being suspended turned over to already existing disciplinary commissions which the students are allowed to choose instead of being a judicial body."

"Bill has not taken a leave of en- trance," Robinson said when they adjourned.

"They do a really good job. I confide in them. They're very amiable and trustworthy," they said.

The show has been a success to date, according to Robinson.
CADA warns administrators about police on campus

WASHINGTON (CPS) — Another liberal student organization has warned college administrators that the involvement of local police on campuses "constitutes a dangerous precedent which could ultimately threaten the traditional autonomy of the academic community."

The new warning came in a resolution adopted by the National Board of Democratic Action. The National Student Association recently issued a similar warning.

The CADA resolution said "local police are seldom noted for their restraint," and it is impossible for liberals "to stand idly by and watch our fellow students subjected to brutal treatment."

But the CADA Board, composed of 16 elected student representatives, did not side completely with the demonstrators. The resolution said free speech is being dealt a serious blow by the demonstrators. "The best possible university policy is that of allowing equal access to all," it said.

The resolution also said that antiwar sentiments should be channeled into political activity, "and above all into the attempt to elect to the White House in 1968 a candidate pledged to a progressive domestic policy and to peace in Vietnam as part of a liberal foreign policy."

CADA also adopted a resolution highly critical of the Johnson Administration and applauding the recent statement of Sen. Eugene McCarthy declaring his willingness to enter primary contests.

(Continued on page 3)

Freyd to hold Retreat

The UPSG Internal Affairs Committee is conducting an experimental retreat this weekend of December 1 and 2 at Camp Newman, Jamison, Pennsylvania.

Dr. Peter Freyd, associate professor of mathematics, will conduct the retreat seminar. He is scheduled to discuss ethics, and to relate this topic to the present generation, and current morality.

Michael Lester, spokesman for the Internal Affairs Committee, has announced that 14 undergraduates will participate in the retreat. Seven men and seven women will be chosen. He said most of the students will be freshmen.

Interested students can obtain a questionnaire at the Houston Hall information desk. Lester said. The questionnaire should be returned to the UPSG box at the desk.

The cost of the weekend retreat, Lester said, will be between eight and ten dollars for each participant, including room, board, and transportation.

How would you fit into Du Pont's Project X?

You are the only person who can answer that question.

To do it, you should know as much as possible about the 150 new plant units Du Pont has built since the end of World War II. You'd then choose from one of the many lively fields of interest at Du Pont: design, construction, production, marketing, research, and process improvement (to name just a few).

Involvement starts the day you join. There is no training period. You go into responsible work right away. Your professional development is stimulated by real problems and by opportunities to continue your academic studies under a tuition refund program.

You work in small groups where individual contributions are quickly noted and appreciated.

The work is significant, and of benefit to society. You're part of the most exciting technical environment available today and tomorrow, and facilities and associates are the best.

How could you fit in? Why not sign up for a chat with a Du Pont interviewer and find out? The coupon will also bring you more information about us — and about us waiting for you to tell us.

Name.

Address.

City.

State.

Zip Code.

□ Chemical Engineers at Du Pont

□ Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont

□ Engineers at Du Pont

□ Du Pont and the College Graduate

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)

Nemours Building 2500-2

Wilmington, Delaware 19898

Please send me the Du Pont Magazine along with the other magazines I have checked below.

□ Chemical Engineers at Du Pont

□ Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont

□ Engineers at Du Pont

□ Du Pont and the College Graduate

Name.

Class.

Major.

Degree expected.

College.

Address.

City.

State.

Zip Code.
Discovery

As the world shrinks and differences vanish, the wisest young women come to the same school of thought about fashion.

No matter where they're from, they discover that they haven't started to be "finished" till they know about John Meyer.

At colleges all over America, the girl talk is about the John Meyer's hundreds of niceties to wear now and after college—in this country or the world at large.

It's about the blending and matching of John Meyer coats, dresses, skirts, slacks, sweaters and accessories, the like of which is without equal.

It's about the exciting new John Meyer niceties that are now being shown at this Fall defending stores everywhere.

Have you discovered John Meyer?

John Meyer
OF NORWICH

Tofller to speak

Alvin Toffler, consultant and author, will speak on "The Art of Measuring the Arts," a communications colloquium Monday at 2:00 P.M. in room 126, The Annenberg School.

Mr. Toffler, author of "The Culture Consumers" (1964), is on the faculty of The New School for Social Research, New York City. He is also a member of the board of directors and the policy planning committee of the Salzburg Seminar in American Studies and the American Foundation for Continuing Education.

He is a former associate editor of Fortune and has contributed numerous articles to major American magazines including Saturday Review, New Republic, New York Times Book Review. He is presently writing a book concerning the future as a way of life.

Sig Ep escorting kids to football game Sat.

Fifteen brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity will escort a group of underprivileged children to the Pennsylvania-Columbia football game tomorrow at Franklin Field.

Lawrence Ruggiero, a junior in the College and chairman of the Sig Ep Community Relations Committee said the excursion was arranged "as a result of the brotherhood's desire to take an active part in improving our relationship with the community."

Ruggiero said the fraternity would be taking 15 children to the game. Sig Ep was aided by the Sig Ep Community Relations Committee said the excursion was arranged as a result of the brotherhood's desire to take an active part in improving our relationship with the community."

Pinmen roll over Temple

Penn's bowling team hit its high and low points of the season last Sunday with a 2-1 victory over Temple.

The Quaker pinmen rolled their highest game of the season winning the first game 962-805. Junior co-captain Steve Greet and Dick Lorus were high men with 221 and 217, respectively.

The Red and Blue fell 201 pins in the second game as the Owls won, 940-781.

Penn took the match by finishing the final game 797-775.

(Continued on page 10)

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE

LARGE COKE MACHINE, UDO BOYER must be willing to remove machine. Call EV 3-1460.

MOTORCYCLE 1966 TREMIBLE TIDY & FRIENDLY. Gold colored, 750cc all original, Must sell, $500. Call EV 9-0319.

NEW & USED HIFI & STEREO EQUIPMENT to suit. All companies premises, bargain. Speakers, turntables, etc. All brands available. Call LU 7-7260.

VEFSA 150 CC 1966 VEPIA - EXCELLENT condition. Spare tires, luggage rack & windscreen. EV 2-4500 evenings.


AMF - 4 TL, STL, TAPS-DECK, LIKE NEW. Professional heads - Freeens. Well taken care. Play both dir. Call box no. 4-6637 or ME 5-0641.


GRAND NEW PONTAS SLS WITH LILONG $150.00 plus 55 mi. 1961 TEKEMAIL Line with fiber and loan state. Call XI 1-3331.

FERRARI FOR CHRISTMAS - YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO AT THIS RUDAMENTARY RUGGED PRICE. EV 2-6965.

IBM TYPEWRITERS WITH 10 YEAR WARRANTEE Transferable. Must sell. Best offer. CH 2-1541.

LOST: SIAMESE ADORABLE KITTEN. Lost Saturday, on Walnut St. Answers to "Virginia". Reward. EV 2-6785.

LOST: JAMES ADORABLE KITTEN. Lost Sunday, on Walnut St. Must find. Reward For Return. EV 2-1255.

HELP WANTED

A TO EXPERT THESE TYPERT, WORK guaranteed, Fastness, Matitutio, proofreading, 20 mile from campus. Try 500-487.


SALES EXPERTISE COMING. REO Dobbs for N.C. Phila. area will work. Dore. & Exp. Call OR 7-0867 after 7. 1044

(Continued on page 5)
throughout the season, should place in the top ten. With almost as many freshmen teams as varsity running. Tuppeny senses a high finish for the frosh of seventh or eighth place.

For Stevens to finish with a good showing is quite a distinction.

Running for the other schools competing will be an exceptional collection of '71 harriers. Marty Liquori of Villanova should lead the field, followed by Dave Pottetti of Harvard.

The ultimate frosh goal will be to beat Rutgers and Princeton, according to Tuppeny. Those two teams handed the Quakers two of their four regular season losses, the other two coming from powerful Harvard and Yale.

Army

However, it was a halfback option never used before that ended the Red and Blue scoring famine at eight quarters last week.

With quarterback Jack Welsh and company camped out on the Rutgers 15 for what looked like another routine near-miss, Murray signaled for a time-out. After instructions. Penn's top rusher, Jim Samuels, took Welsh's hand-off and instead of adding to his game-high rushing total, lefted a pass to Bill Uhlhorn in the end zone.

For the Army game Murray has had the Quakers practicing new twists to their multiple-I formation in order to pump some life into the attack. Samuels, in his last game for Penn, will still spearhead the offense, but Murray will go with the new stuff in the beginning in an effort to score early. If the Cadets aren't prepared for the change, it could bring the Quakers a big lead.

In a small squad with an even smaller senior representation, only five players will wear the Red and Blue for the final time tomorrow. Besides Samuel, captain Frank Anthony, Uhlhorn, Kraig Henderson, and Tom Leace will graduate. Anthony and Uhlhorn have performed especially well this season, as both play both ways. Uhlhorn leads Penn with five interceptions, three of which helped save the Rutgers victory.

Lions

Quakers in the next-to-last game of the season. Senior John Martinowich will return to his defensive end position, fully recovered from recent injuries.

Assisting Zbrzezniak in the Red and Blue backfield tomorrow will be tailback Cabot Knowlton, fullback Jerry Santini and either Ken Dunn or Pete Wisniewski at the wingback position.

Going into Saturday's game, Penn has a shot at fifth place in the Ivy League, thanks to Brown's surprising tie at Cornell last weekend. The best Columbia can hope for is sixth place, where it finished last year.

Reflecting upon the depressing situation facing Buff Donelli's Light Blue and his own Red and Blue, Odell said, "We both need wins so bad we can taste them. For us to win over Columbia and Cornell could provide a salve that would smooth over a lot of sores. But talking about it isn't going to do any good, we've got to get out there and win."
Phi Beta Kappa elects members

Twenty-eight seniors and juniors in the College for Women have been elected to Phi Beta Kappa in the Delta Chapter of the University. Membership in the honorary society is based on recommendations from professors and cumulative average.

Herbrandson, and Ann Jacobson.

Leonowich, and Francine Malder.


Members from the class of 1969 are Betty Forman, Patricia Hebrandon, and Aim Jacobson.

And furthermore, if you are especially adept in a foreign language, the National Security Agency is ready to give you immediate linguistic assignments or may even train you in an entirely new language. Demonstrated ability in language research can lead to more complex and sophisticated duties. The systematic accumulation of information, examination of data and preparation of special reports are important parts of these assignments. And scientific linguists will find nowhere else the opportunities for practical applications of their craft.

At NSA you will be joining an Agency of national prominence—a unique civilian organization responsible for developing "secure" communications systems to transmit and receive vital information.

NSA offers you this opportunity to further broaden your knowledge of modern language or area studies, and to use your talents in a challenging and rewarding career while you enjoy also the broad, liberal benefits of Federal employment. In return, we ask that you not only know your language, but that you be flexible, naturally inventive and intellectually curious. That's what we're looking for.

Do you fit the picture?

Where to go... what to do

Language applicants must take the Professional Qualification Test (PQT) as a prerequisite to NSA interviews for employment. Pick up a PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office, the sooner the better.

The Agency is ready to give a donation of $1.00 to any student making a donation of $1.00. This includes heat, gas, water, 305 S. 40th. Call BA 2-6799.

FURNISHED APARTMENT TO SUB-LET. Second semester, 2- plus rooms. 179 acclaim house, near public places. SH 7-7571.

FURNISHED 1 1/2 RM. APARTMENT TO SUB-LET. Before Jan. 1, 36th & Walnut. 5619.

FURNISHED 2 1/2 RM. APARTMENT TO SHARE. Home cooked meals. Convenient to U. of P. Fax. 9 AM - 5 PM, TE 9-6633.

FIRING DUTY IN COMFORT OF YOUR HOME. Call Before 5 PM, leave message at 609-455-0599.

APARTMENTS


Atmosphere. Home cooked meals. Convenient transportation to University. A donation of $1.00 is being requested.

Breadth of film service is being shown this week are Por-
TRAINING SEMINARS FOR DRAFT EXAM TOMORROW, ROOM 111, CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, 9:00 A.M., FRIDAY, NOV. 24.

PTP & ISA: Greek nationality—writers. Sat., Nov. 18 at Christian Association Auditorium, 9:30 P.M., folk dancing, 9:00 P.M.

PTP: Folk dancing open house, refreshments, entertainment, Sat., Nov. 18, Christian Association, 8:30-12 P.M.


WOMEN’S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION: Anyone interested in women’s varsity sports. Practices are as follows: basketball, Tues., Thurs., 3-5, Weightman Hall; badminton, Mon., Wed., 3-5, Weightman Hall; bowling, Tues., Thurs., 3-5, Wm. Penn Bowling Center; swimming, Mon., Thurs., 3-5, Weightman Hall.

PHILADELPHIA WOODWIND PLANES: Exhibition to be shown at the Philomathean Art Gallery, 4th floor, Hare Hall, through Nov. 25, from 1-4 P.M.

FOLK DANCE CLUB: Following the Greek Nationality Night at the Christian Association, Saturday, there will be an International Open House, 8:30 P.M. - 12 midnight. Greek dances will be taught.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN PELLOWSHIPS: Rev. Henry Krabbenoed, Ph.D., candidates will speak on “The Christian and Existential Ethics” tonight, 7:00 P.M. at the C.A.

LAW SCHOOL MIXER: To-night in the law school dorm lounge Tap on at 7:30.

ADVICE CENTERS: Guidance and Study Programs Abroad, ext. 8348.

PHARMACY: Exhibit to be shown at the Philomathean Art Gallery, 4th floor, Hare Hall, Nov. 25, from 2-4 P.M.

FELLOWSHIP: Rev. Henry Krabbenoed will speak on “The Christian and Existential Ethics” tonight, 7:00 P.M. at the C.A.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN PELLOWSHIPS: Rev. Henry Krabbenoed, Ph.D., candidates will speak on “The Christian and Existential Ethics” tonight, 7:00 P.M. at the C.A.

ATTENTION 21 PLUS: Appearing at THE TIMBERS

THE LORDS of T.O.N.K.

EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY NIGHTS

WEST CHESTER PIKE and NEWTOWN SQUARE

LCB CARDS REQUIRED

I won’t go into business when I graduate because:

☐ a. I’d lose my individuality.
☐ b. It’s graduate school for me.
☐ c. My mother wants me to be a doctor.

Can’t argue with c), but before you check a) or b) — pencils up! There have been some changes. Drastic changes in the business scene. But changes in the very poppy attitude regarding business... especially on campus... just haven’t kept pace.

And backed up with the savvy and guts to turn you into a jellyfish. The men who run the scene. But changes in the attitude... just haven’t kept pace.

Take the belated point that business turns you into a jellyfish. The man who runs most of the nation’s successful firms didn’t arrive by nepotism, by trusting an Ouija board, or by agreeing with their bosses. Along the way, a well-modulated “No” was said. And backed up with the savvy and guts to-day’s business demands.

In short, individuality is highly prized in much of the business world—the successful much. Even when the business is big. Like Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System.

WE’LL EVEN HELP YOU ANSWER b) WITH OUR TUESDAY NIGHT FOLK DANCE CLINIC. COME ON IN AND GO FOR IT. YOU CAN'T ARGUE WITH "NO."
Looking for a Summer Job?

Come to the
CAREER-RELATED WORKSHOP
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, ROOM E-8
DETRICH HALL, 8:00 P.M.
Speakers and discussion groups on summer opportunities in industry, banking, insurance, government, science, and retailing

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE ABROAD
AIESEC - WHARTON
SENEGAL KOREA TURKEY, AUSTRALIA, JAPAN, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, PERY, AND 15 OTHER

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
ALL INTERESTED IN A BUSINESS CAREER MAY APPLY TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21 7 P.M.

CHR. ASS‘N. LOUNGE

You only live once! Will every waking moment!

After the Penn game - Before those late night parties!
CELEBRATE!
GREEK NATIONALITY NIGHT

Dinner, belly and folk dancing
SATURDAY NOV. 18 5:30 P.M.
AT CHRISTIAN ASSOC.
AUDITORIUM $1.50
P.T.P. & ISA PRESENT
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL EVENT OF THE MONTH!
NO TICKETS SOLD AT DOOR!

FREE ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
with $1 movie

On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights at 9:00, we show slapstick films of Fall length. Slivia are even 'no camp'. And all are wildly entertaining.

We charge you $1. But we throw in a big (about 1/4 lb.) sandwich of your choice free.

Where? At The Gilded Cage. It's a coffee house. But it's also a restaurant. And a movie theater. And a music bar. And a dance floor. And Marilyn Monroe and Cold Turkey. At times we even offer James Cagney with our great French Onion Soup. (We always have the onion soup. But Cagney is only on the menu twice a year.)
November 8th sit-in against the DOW

us from any office on that corridor that hallway ofLoganHalltalking quietly,

On Nov. 8, demonstrators sat in the third term, during a class break, and there could return to the sit-in if he didn't singing was not a violation of the demon-

posed of the very smoothly who can afford the cost of travelling to and from this country (for instance, a 200 round trip from Manhattan, Philadelphia) the cost of living here and the tuition, fees and books. The other groupcontains of people whom we who consider poor but "forbearful" in that they have been chosen by their government, school, company, or by an American foun-

turer of the demonstration, with em-

Editor,  The Daily Pennsylvanian:

The Daily Pennsylvanian's story of the

progressive" that in they have been chosen by their government, school, company, or by an American foun-

turer of the demonstration, with em-

The administration was not "forced"

"BING S. INOCENCIO

singing to interfere with "normal Uni-

'Gentlemanly' or not, its definition has not been universally agreed on. Some people define it as any act of social interaction that aims to be respectful and courteous, while others consider it as a form of politeness or a display of good manners.

Name: Avius potens studentum (Student power bird )

Habitat: The edge of might

Call: Ad astra per aspera

Coloration: Virile red and blue

The Daily Pennsylvanian is published Monday through Friday at Philadelphia, Pa., during the fall and spring semesters, except during vacation periods, and the last seven class days of each term. Issues published in August. Subscriptions may be ordered at丧假, individual, Pennsylvania. News and editorial Phones: (215) 906-7339. Business and advertising: 906-7334 (of box no. 9339317).
A recent poll taken by the DP shows that a large section of the student body believes that student health should give our birth control information and devices. The poll found that there should be a delicatessen on campus.

In the poll, taken in men's and women's dormitories in and outside of class, students also believed that women's curfews should be abolished.

On the birth control question, students feel that the existing materials and devices should be made available to anyone who wants them. The poll found that the intellectual and the psychological in a torturous twist of events are being abolished.
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On the birth control question, students feel that the existing materials and devices should be made available to anyone who wants them. The poll found that the intellectual and the psychological in a torturous twist of events are being abolished.

A recent poll taken by the DP shows that a large section of the student body believes that student health should give our birth control information and devices. The poll found that there should be a delicatessen on campus.

In the poll, taken in men's and women's dormitories in and outside of class, students also believed that women's curfews should be abolished.

On the birth control question, students feel that the existing materials and devices should be made available to anyone who wants them. The poll found that the intellectual and the psychological in a torturous twist of events are being abolished.
Now the songs of Frodo, Bilbo, Sam Treebeard and Tom Bombadil can be sung or played by all! Donald Swann, of Flanders and Swann, has, with the assistance and encouragement of Professor Tolkien, set each song to music. Each song may be sung individually or taken together as a group to form a song cycle. The arrangements are for piano or voice and guitar symbols are given.

$3.99

READ BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN
For his first venture into the recording world, Professor Tolkien has chosen to read from the delightful poems of Tom Bombadil. On the reverse side William Eivm sings the songs from The Road Goes Ever On with Donald Swann at the piano. This record is a must.

$9.99

IT'S NEW...IT'S IMPORTED...IT'S TERRIFIC...
IT'S RAFFIA FOR MEN
IN REFRESHING PLEASING LIME
AND EXCITING INVITING BAY RUM
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT 3.50
CONTAINING TRAVEL SIZES OF
LIME COLOGNE • LIME AFTER SHAVE • BAY RUM
PLEASE HIM...EXCITE HIM...GIVE HIM...

The family said "Better call Dad.
Old Mother MacBeth has it bad.
She’s wringing her mitts
Crying ‘Out! Out of Schlitz!’
No wonder the old girl is mad.”
Superblock
(Continued from page 1)
Richard Neutra, and the firm of Bellante and Clauss have been selected as an architecture-engineering team for the Graduate Housing Area bounded by 36th, 37th, Sansom and Chestnut Sts. It was also announced, Neutra and Clauss share many years of experience in designing college campuses, both here and abroad.

LUNCH & SNACKS
DENMARK

CIVIC CENTER MUSEUM
34th St. below Spruce

EXHIBITS — Over 1000 items from Eskimo crafts to Jeness silver

CONCERTS — Sundays at 3 p.m.
Nov. 12 & 26 — Ballet & Playlet
Dec. 3 — Danish Gym Team

FILMS — Sat. & Sun., 1:30 & 3:30

Columbia Pictures presents
ANNA MOFFO
starring in Verdi's
La Traviata

with GINO BECHI • FRANCO BONISOLLI
Orchestra and chorus of The Rome Opera House under the direction of Giuseppe Patane

MARIO LANFRANCHI • A.B.L.VISION—L.C.I.T. PRODUCTION • TECHNICOLOR

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 18, IRVINE 8:00 P.M.
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 19, ANNENBERG 2:00 and 8:00 P.M.
PRESENTED BY HOUSTON HALL BOARD

FACULTY MEMBERS:

SIMPLE ARITHMETIC

The Daily Pennsylvanian
Course Guide is only as good as the returns from students.

Make plans now for distributing questionnaires to all your students in all your classes. Watch your mail box for a letter from

The Daily Pennsylvanian
a cold Wednesday afternoon peace vigil that draws only curious stares from passerby. Or it is being the out-of-place American Legionnaire in the midst of an antiwar demonstration. Or it is taking your chances against the hole University because your ideals will not allow you to do anything else.

Freedom is all too often a lonely struggle that only occasionally ends in victory. But, for the individual, it always ends in victory, for he knows, even when beaten, that he has spoken his piece, that he has acted while others are content to stand by and say nothing.
Applicants to visit for weekend

Forty high school seniors will arrive on campus today to "sample the life of the students at Penn" for the weekend, said Assistant Dean of Admissions Ernest Kimmel.

The prospective applicants, all from the Chicago area, have all either applied for admission to the University or "are still considering," Kimmel said.

After they arrive on campus this afternoon the students will attend classes in their fields of interest. Tonight there will be a reception for them in Houston Hall, where they will meet student leaders, faculty members and undergraduates from the Chicago area.

The students will spend tonight in the dorms with students at the University, from Chicago. On Saturday they will be the guests of the University at the Pennsylvania-Columbia football game. They will also tour the campus before they leave on Sunday.

Kimmel said the project had been planned for the last week by Chicago alumni in cooperation with the Admissions office.

"This is sort of a prototype," he said. "We started with Chicago because the alumni there were very interested in trying out this idea."

The program this weekend is similar to one proposed by the recent SCUE report on admissions.

HYPNOSIS
WE WILL HELP YOU AND GUARANTEE POSITIVE RESULTS FOR THE FOLLOWING:

WEIGHT CONTROL, SMOKING, DRINKING, NERVOUSNESS, SLEEPLESSNESS, SELF-CONFIDENCE, CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, MOTIVATION & OTHER EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HYPNOTHERAPY,
PAUL S. SYMMES, PH.D.
FREE CONSULTATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.
CA 4-7930

THE SPREAD-EAGLE OF TECHNOLOGY AT GRUMMAN
Ranges from inner to outer space

Grumman has special interest for the graduating engineer and scientist seeking the widest spread of technology for his skills. At Grumman, engineers are involved in deep ocean technology...engineers see their advanced aircraft designs proven daily in the air over Vietnam, and soon...in outer space, the Grumman LM (Lunar Module) will land the astronauts on the lunar surface. Grumman, situated in Bethpage, L.I. (30 miles from N.Y.C.), is in the cultural center of activity. Universities are close at hand for those who wish to continue their studies. C.C.N.Y., Manhattan College, New York University, Pratt Institute, Columbia University, State University at Stony Brook, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Hofstra University and Adelphi College are all within easy distance. The surroundings are not hard to take. Five beautiful public golf courses are in Bethpage—two minutes from the plant, White sand beaches stretch for miles along the Atlantic (12 minutes drive). The famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound are only eleven miles away.

The informal atmosphere is a Grumman tradition, matched by an equally hard-nosed one of turning out some of the free world's highest performance aircraft systems and space vehicles. To name a few...

LM—Lunar Module to land the astronauts on the lunar surface
EA-6A Intruder—All-weather, tactical, electronic weapon system
PG OY-57-ton Hydrofoil Seacraft
PX15—4-Man Deep Submersible Vessel to conduct underwater experiments

Here then is the opportunity for graduating engineers. AEs, CEs, EEs, MEs, IEs, Physic majors and Chemical Engineering majors...to take their place in the continuum of technology that is Grumman. Grumman representatives will be on campus Nov. 29

To obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, contact your placement office.

If an interview is not convenient at this time, send a comprehensive resume to: Mr. Frank A. Hurley, Administrator of College Relations, Engineering Employment, Dept. GR-251

GRUMMAN
AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Bethpage • Long Island • New York, 11714
An equal opportunity employer (M/F)

Like Flamenco & Classical Guitar?
Like Continental Folk Singers?
Come See
Romance Languages Club
CABARET-FOLK SING
WITH
JEAN PIERRE JUMEZ
MICHEL ISVERONE
OF FRANCE
MON NOV 20 9 PM
HOUSTON HALL SNACK BAR
$.75
Members $.25

Central Typewriter Exchange
3433 Walnut St. • Philadelphia, Pa. • BA 2-4430

RECONDITIONED
I.B.M.
SALES & SERVICES
Fully Guaranteed

BENNETT UNION BOARD presents...
ALL - GRAD MIXER
TONITE!
NOVEMBER 17 9-12:30
BENNETT LOUNGE
4th FLOOR BENNETT HALL
(GRADUATE MEN-UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN) MATRIC CARDS
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If your major is listed here, IBM would like to talk with you
Nov. 29th or 30th

Sign up for an interview at your placement office—even if you’re headed for graduate school or military service.

Why is IBM interested in so many different people?
The basic reason is growth. Information processing is the fastest growing, fastest changing major industry in the world. IBM products are being used to solve problems in government, business, law, education, medicine, science, the humanities—just about any area you can name. We need people with almost every kind of background to help our customers solve their problems. That’s why we’d like to talk with you.

What you can do at IBM

Whatever your major, you can do a lot of good things at IBM. Change the world (maybe). Make money (certainly).

Continue your education (through any of several plans, including a Tuition Refund Program). And have a wide choice of places to work (we have over 300 locations throughout the U.S.).

What to do next

We’ll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing, Computer Applications, Programming, Research, Design and Development, Manufacturing, Field Engineering, and Finance and Administration. If you can’t make a campus interview, send an outline of your interests and educational background to J. E. Bull, IBM Corporation, 425 Park Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10022. We’re an equal opportunity employer.
FRANK ANTHONY
Captain's final goal

Army hosts
150's to
end season

BY BART STICKHAM
One obstacle—matching last season's win total—finally out of the way for the Quaker 150's. But Army still has to finish a contest from which Penn emerges its season finale Saturday and may well finish eighth. The Cadets, once again, have a top-flight team with only one blip on their record. That was a 3-0 defeat to Navy, Eastern Conference Football League leader this year.

"Navy is their Army's most important game every year," Quaker mentor Bob Murray comments. "And a loss in that contest certainly could take the wind out of their sails in the coming weeks."

The Red and Blue should certainly hope so. After a winless draught of three games, Penn successfully staved off Rutgers in the second half of a 7-6 triumph last Saturday.

But the offense continued to be plagued by a scoring jinx which has been overcome only twice in the past four encounters. The Quakers' last offensive score came against Brown, which once again played Columbia in the season's finale. Although the losing team's personnel was far stronger in 1966, the Lions managed to grasp hold of Quakers on the extremely muddy Baker Field.

Like the '66 Quakers, much of the Lion's power last year came from a strong sophomore contingent. Sc ought of the sophs was a 6'21/2, 240-pound quarterback Marty Domres.

Now a senior and captain, Domres has taken over Bill Creeden's spot as the top passer and offensive leader.

10 A.M. action at Stewart

Quakers entertain Lion hooters

By HOWARD TOPEL
"Our individual play is good; right now it's a matter of getting the boys together," said Murray. "I spoke to Columbia soccer coach Joe Moldor at the start of the 1967 season about the squad that will face Penn's booters in 10 A.M. action at Stewart Field Saturday."

"They'll (Columbia) go to the air more than us because Domres is such a fine passer and they'll move on us in the air, but we're going to move on them too."

Although Columbia's offense is reportedly potent, it cannot match Penn's. The Lions, who have compiled a 2-0-2 record in non-league competition, should be a dangerous threat if Penn's defense can dissuade them from scoring.

Columbia's problem through- out the season has been its defense, which they have compiled a 2-0-2 record in non-league competition. At the season's start, Moldor had good reason to have high hopes for his current team. The 1966 Lions booters has rallied from a seventh place Ivy League finish the year before to land in the third position in the Ancient Eight.

And among the finest returning lettermen from that 8-4 squad were the team's leading scorer, center forward Demitri Lappas, and All-Ivy halfback Rick Andrews.

But getting things together has turned out to be a difficult problem for Moldor. Columbia's booters have pulled up far short of their coach's expectations in their coach's expectations in compiling a mediocre 2-4-3 record.

In Ivy League play, Columbia has only been able to manage a single tie against four losses. But their 2-0-2 record in non-league competition, and the manner in which they have compiled it, in- clude the Lions have the potential to be a dangerous threat to a Quaker eleven that must try to hold onto its slim chance for a league championship.

Columbia's problem throughout the season, however, has been generating an effective offense. The Light Blues have only scored three goals in their five league contests. However, the 13 tallies that the Lions recorded in non-league games against Wagner, Army, and Rutgers indicates that they can, at times, generate a potent attack.

Andrews, who has been moved from halfback to forward this year, is expected to be a key to Columbia's offense. They are joined on the forward line by sophomore Jerry Roos, Brian Ackerman, and Captain Abe Les- cha; with a top-flight team with only one blip on their record. That was a 3-0 defeat to Navy, Eastern Conference Football League leader this year.

"Our individual play is good; right now it's a matter of getting the boys together," said Murray. "I spoke to Columbia soccer coach Joe Moldor at the start of the 1967 season about the squad that will face Penn's booters in 10 A.M. action at Stewart Field Saturday."
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